Dear All
Well the logo is now sorted and the website is being updated, so
what’s next? We are aware that it is important to keep everyone
informed about what’s going on and the question that we’re being
asked over and over again at the moment is – ‘what’s happening about
the leotard?’ We have designed a leotard which we know is going to
be absolutely stunning and unique to Sky High, however time and labour involved in making any
outfit means cost! We are asking several Companies to quote for the same design and the
average cost for the long sleeved girls’ leotard is £60.00 and the cost for the boys unitard
£30.00 so far. As a result, we have made the decision to keep the rainbow Fun Abounds
leotard for those that compete at Club I and County H as it is considerably cheaper than the
new one. This is because it is a stock item in the Milano catalogue, it is sleeveless and it has no
diamanté applique. Milano has guaranteed its production as a Club leotard until 2013. For those
that do not currently have a rainbow leotard and are competing in the next H & I, we have
ordered some rainbow leotards from Milano which we will hire out if you do not want to buy one.
All those that compete at grade Regional G and above will be obliged to wear the new Sky High
leotard however, which will be ready for the next D-G competition on 12 th October. We will be
sizing everyone very soon in order to have them in time. Please remember, all girls will need to
train in sleeveless leotards from 1 st September, so even if your child/ren qualify to G at the
next competition and therefore need the new leotard, they will be still able to wear their
rainbow leotards to training so they will not be wasted. For those competing at DMT, there will
be a sleeveless version of the new leotard, but we do not yet have a cost for that.
You may have noticed a new face amongst the Coaches. We would like to welcome Kim Kennedy
as one of the Coaches on the Sky High coaching team. Kim is a Senior Club Coach for
trampoline and a Club Coach for DMT and until recently was Head Coach of Orbital Stars
Trampoline Club in Horsham. She has realised that what Fun Abounds Trampoline Centre has to
offer is a great opportunity for any Coach to progress and work with some of the best
performers in the country and has consequently been invited to join us. Kim was herself a
National level performer and has a lot of coaching experience. She will be working alongside us
all for a little while so will get to know all the performers and we know she will be a great asset
to us. Welcome Kim and we hope you have a long and happy time with us.
We are in the process of updating the website and also the noticeboard. You will soon see
photographs of all the Coaches on display (lucky you!) and very soon some photos of our
performers in their new leotards. Please take time to read the policies and guidelines in the
plastic holders underneath the noticeboard as they contain important information for all to
understand.
Congratulations to Hugo Spackman, Steve Spackman, Katherine Venn and Gail Andrews, who
recently completed and passed their Trampoline Club Judge awards. With so many performers
(a phenomenal 39 entries in the next H & I competition!) we can never have enough Judges so if
you feel you would like to help your Club in this way, please let us know. Also, congratulations to
Gail Andrews, Chris Jenner and Kim Kennedy who travelled all the way to Bath this weekend to
take the DMT Senior Club Coach course and all passed with flying colours. Well done. You are
all superstars!
Happy bouncing!
Stella, Gail, Mike, Chris, Kim and Kayleigh – The Sky High Coaching team

